
Electronic Protection
Cutting-edge technology solutions for every situation

Services customized to your needs  



WSO utilizes decades of experience 
and the latest technology in the design 
and implementation of electronic 
security programs. 
We are internationally recognized for 
our innovative approach to leveraging 
technology to improve security in an 
array of applications for private 
companies, government institutions 
and homes.

 www.wso-security.com 
 info@wso-security.com
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In multiple countries, WSO is certified to 

provide emergency services as a management 

support company for public services. We have 

direct communication and coordination status 

with Police, Fire Departments and other 

emergency response organizations. There are 

numerous accounts of successful outcomes to 

crisis situations as a result of WSO's operations. 

24/7 the WSO operations team at 

our Global Command Center is trained 

and prepared to respond to any crisis 

that arises and dispatch the correct 

elements in response to ensure your 

security. We have agreements with 

local law enforcement and risk 

management system in each country 

we operate. As well, we have designated 

personnel and operational units at 

strategic sites to respond when appropriate

We protect a wide range of sectors 
through our surveillance (CCTV) and 
access control services 

Banking
Transportation
Education
Manufacturing
Retail

24/7
Global Command Center 

Always a step ahead 

We guarantee: 
cutting edge technology, 

highly trained professionals 
anda quick response.

We deploy the most reliable and 
advanced devices for early-alert and 
anti-intruder systems on the market. 
Furthermore, we offer cost-effective 
24-hour surveillance for your 
residence, property or institution. 
Your peace-of-mind is our priority – 
which is why we offer you 
comprehensive security solutions in 
accordance with your needs. 

Government
Institutions
Diplomatic Missions 
Residential



A SECURE HOME  
The Numbers and Reality on the Ground | 2020

Protect your home 
with a residential 
security system  

According to the 2016/17  "The Political Culture of 

Democracy in the Americas, 2016/17" from “The 

Barometer of the Americas” published by LAPOP 

(Latin American Public Opinion Project), several 

countries have seen significant Increases in reported 

crimes. For example, in Venezuela during the time 

frame of 2016 through 2017, the percentage 

of crimes reported rose 17% above the regional 

average; with the largest increase resulting from 

assaults and robberies.
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According 
to the survey in 
“The Barometer 
of the Americas” 
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How Safe Are You? 

The well-being and security of your family, your piece of mind and your land is our priority at WSO. 

Our services, our equipment and our delivery will maximize the efficiency and effectiveness of your 

home security system. Count on WSO for professionalism and protection for your family. 

50% increase in 

purchases of 
electronic 
surveillance 
equipment over the 
last 2 years 
according to a 
recent survey of the 
main distributors in 
the region.  Demand 
for electronic 
surveillance 
equipment has 
increased steadily 
over the last decade. 
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The average crime rate in Latin America is higher than in 

any previous period according to 2016/17 study 

performed by "The Barometer of the Americas." This 

chilling stat is due to the fact that crime rates in Brazil, 

Chile, Colombia, Costa Rica, Dominican Republic, Haiti, 

Honduras, Jamaica, Mexico, Panama and Paraguay were 

significantly higher in 2016/17 than in previous periods. 

Only to countries in the region saw a notable decrease in 

crime, Nicaragua and Costa Rica. This region wide 

increase in crime is why WSO is committed to innovation 

and professionalism when it comes to your security. 

Rising Crime Rates 

WSO offers you a comprehensive 

security platform that includes an alarm 

and detection system where you are in 

control and you are able to see those who come and go 

from your home. Additionally, you can disconnect and 

connect your system as well as receive up to the minute 

notifications at any time regarding your home's security. 



Our experience developing and implementing 
large scale security projects, our 

internationally acclaimed innovative services, 
our network of relationships globally and 

dedication to excellence set us apart from 
the competition. We are growing, 

continuously improving and consistently on 
the frontline of implementing advances in 

security technology. 

TECHNOLOGY + 
WSO TEAM = 
YOUR SECURITY 
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Exceptional user-experience and effective UX/UI is our emphasis as we partner with leading 
brands in the global security technology equipment. Our staff ensures all electronic 
equipment and technology solution is up to date and capable of integration into a 
comprehensive security solution for you. 

 We are a team 
of qualified 
professionals 
ready to provide 
you solutions that 
fit your needs 

24/7 permanent security for your property.

Protect and control access to your property.

Emergency Assistance.

Protect against intruders.

Deter criminal activity.

Early warning for robbery, theft, fire, flood or other event.

Access to joint response from public and private security organizations.

Flexible security configuration to fit your needs and style.

Cost efficient and error-proof security system.

Give you peace of mind.

Security services follow you in case of a move.

Manage and supervise security of your property remotely via phone or tablet.

Integrate CCTV and other automated electronic security devices.

State-of-the-art alarms you can integrate with technology throughout your home.

We have backup, protection and redundancy for our receivers, systems and 

servers in case of emergency.

The WSO Advantage at work for you. 



Up-to-date mapping.

Frequent location check-in. 

Alert when vehicle starts/turns-off.

Configurable vehicle Speeding Alerts.

Available vehicle Records and History. 

Remote control capabilities (Turn-on or Block the 

ignition of vehicle, opening of doors and more).

Customizable geo-fencing.

Alert if vehicle deviates from assigned route.

Regulation of permitted speeds in designated areas

Configurable Unit/Fleet-specific speed limits.

Alert if vehicle remains on-site or at delivery location 

for excessive amount of time.

Alert if vehicle surpasses time on assigned route.

Monitoring of Fuel-usage.

Black-box recording feature, in event of crash, 

recordings of 90 seconds before, and 30 seconds 

after Document control.

Vehicle Maintenance Management.

Cell signal jammer defender.

Compatible with multiple systems like Garmin, 

Scanners, OBDII and more.

Online Temperature Control. 

Additional WSOGPS 
Features: 

SECURITY IN MOVEMENT 
Satellite tracking = WSOGPS 

The WSOGPS system guarantees: 

Know the location 
of every vehicle and 

load in an instant

Satellite tracking (GPS) of vehicles and fleets 
Personalized for the control and monitoring of your fleet 
nationwide. Know where each is and what is happening in 
them at every moment.

24/7 Real-time monitoring
Visualize and control with remote commands from any 
mobile device with internet access.

Customizable Reporting System 
Create reports according to your needs and use one of 
our 24 templates with all the activity of your documented 
fleet with: performance and performance statistics with 

Protect your cargo from theft or loss 
Our Operations Center uses specially equipped GPS 
"spy devices” to monitor location of critical loads. 
As well, we coordinate with the state security agencies 
for critical load recovery missions.

Tracking and satellite location of people 
Use our small battery-operated GPS device concealable in 
one's everyday belongings. With this we know the location 
of an individual via computer or mobile phone and can find 
you regardless of what happens.

WSO offers the most complete, accurate and easy to use satellite tracking on 
the market. With WSOGPS services, you can monitor and protect your vehicle 
fleet, PyMES, staff, trailers, containers, critical cargo, machinery, buses, 
airplanes, boats and caravans. WSOGPS offers you unmatched service, 
accessibility and reliability. 

The WSOGPS platform is robust and allows 

you total control to monitor your critical 

assets from your smartphone, anywhere 

in the world. With complete coverage 

throughout Latin America, use the variety 

of services, accessories and equipment to 

protect your critical assets. 
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WSOGPS
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8
REASONS 
WSO is your smart 
decision in
Electronic Protection 

1

2

3

We offer Alarm Kits for residences, 
businesses and commercial buildings at NO 
cost for contract clients receiving 24/7 
monitoring and response services.

We have the best technical infrastructure in 
the business. We own all our equipment; 
we hire and train our team to assist you 
24/7 – we do not subcontract our services.

We work with best brands in electronic 
security. Due to our preferred status with 
manufacturers, we provide clients with 
state-of-the-art equipment at discounted 
prices.

We follow our protocols designed to ensure 
efficient and timely response to any crisis 
event you may face.

Global Command Center leadership and 
staff are security professionals and strategic 
analysts skilled in security program 
implementation, crisis management, quick 
response security actions for various 
scenarios.

We are transparent in our operations. Our 
technological infrastructure alerts you via 
email and in-app notifications in real-time 
regarding system breaches and alarms. 
With WSO, you control the security 
information of your properties with access 
to data on entries and exits during business 
hours and after hours, opening and closings 
of each locality, system failures, signs of 
theft, panic signals, emergency and 
coercion.

Our local and international corporate 
structure enables us to implement effective 
risk management security programs.

We leverage high-end technology to provide 
you cost-effective security. We are qualified 
by law enforcement to provide joint 
assistance for anti-theft, and emergency 
response operations.

84
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